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ON A CONSTRUCTIVE COURSE: Natalia Pickens, Annelise Hamilton, Jeneaka Cooper and Koorine Day have just completed their civil
construction driving course with 1 Stop Driving School at Cummeragunja.
Photo: Cath Grey

One stop to start a new
career in construction

THE SKY’S
THE LIMIT

RAYS OF HOPE: Moama Bowling Club will install shade sails across its Blair St car park as it takes its first steps towards sourcing 40 per cent of its power from the sun.

By Alex Gretgrix

WOMEN from Echuca-Moama and
surrounds have the chance to do some
hard yakka and start a career in civil
construction.
Thanks to 1 Stop Driving School,
people from all works of life can take
part in a 26-week course that could
really take them places.
“We offer a certificate three in civil
construction and plant operation and
with that they get a lot of the machine
tickets, including front-end loader
and diggers, as well as traffic management and so much more,” 1 Stop
Driving marketing manager Kristy
Rees said.
“Even through COVID-19, we've
been really lucky to be able to
continue training and that means the
younger ones have been able to stay
focused and on board.”
1 Stop Driving makes sure students

‘

We even have a young mum of four who
wanted to take on the course, so we're happy
to work with anyone who was interested and
wanted to give it a go.

’

— Kristy Rees, 1 Stop Driving

have the best assistance they can
during their time studying.
“We want to make sure we give as
much support as we can to the
students, not only on the educational
side of things, but even with finding
employment after completing the
course,” Ms Rees said.
“I can arrange for any kind of
support they need, whether it's help
with reading and writing or even just

a bit of encouragement so they know
they're not alone.
“We have girls from different
backgrounds. We even have a young
mum of four who wanted to take on
the course, so we're happy to work
with anyone who was interested and
wanted to give it a go.”
During their time in the course,
groups have the chance to work with
a number of educators who have

Bowling club embraces solar power

MOAMA Bowling Club is about to
jolt the local economy back on its road
to recovery with a high-voltage,
multimillion-dollar investment.
It starts this week with the Blair St
car park closed so an ocean of shade
sails can be installed across the area to
protect all parks.
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Shade,
shelter
and free
power
From page 1
the equivalent of us planting more than
11,000 trees to remove the same
volume of CO2 from the atmosphere,
and we would need 68.75ha to do that.
“But in a nutshell, this is a winner
whichever way you turn — shade for
our members and their cars, shelter
from winter rain, free power from the
sun and that’s great for the environment; less coal-fired power, even
better for the environment and a
massive cut in costs for the club across
20 years and more.”
Mr Santos said the project included
the installation of batteries as well,
ensuring the club had just been
through its last blackout.
Power blackouts are a constant
threat each summer as the club is sited
at the end of the local grid and
vulnerable to power outages and
higher demand closer to the heart of
the grid.
He said the club would be registered
with Australian Energy Regulator and
Clean Energy Regulator as a provider
of renewable electricity.
It will also make MBC one of the
first NSW clubs to become a renewable energy producer to the national
electricity market.
“Vellocet
Clean
Energy
Installations has been awarded the
contract and will be working with
Balance Utility Solutions to design,
construct and operate our microgrid,”
Mr Santos added.
“The battery energy storage system
will
operate
as
a
full-site
uninterruptable power supply, making
us independent when necessary, and
that’s got to be good news for
everyone connected with Moama
Bowling Club.
“This is a project which ticks the
economic box, the environmental box
and (when things go wrong in the main
power grid) more criticality, no lights
off at Moama Bowling Club.”
MBC last week opened a temporary
car park on the old bowling greens and
the temporary fences have gone up,
closing the main parking area from
Monday, November 9 until December
21.
It re-opens on December 21 until
after the Australia Day weekend
before closing again until February 17
for the Bowls Premier League
televised tournament.
Most of the car park work is
scheduled to finish in March, and then
the solar installation will start, which
could run to the end of May.

